THE VALUE OF FSC® CERTIFICATION

With a total dependence on natural resources, it is essential for a wine sector that successfully integrates all of its production elements in an ecologically sound manner to be supporting a responsibly managed forestry sector.

Forest Management Certification
FSC’s forest management certification is awarded to organizations managing their forest operations in socially, environmentally and economically responsible ways. The management of both natural and plantation forests falls under forest management certification.

Chain of Custody (CoC) Certification
Any company involved in the processing or transformation of FSC-certified products (e.g. manufacturing, repackaging, or re-labelling) must obtain chain of custody certification to apply an FSC label to their products and/or sell them with an FSC claim.

Promotional License
Assurance is provided to consumers that FSC supply chain integrity is maintained at each link in the value chain. Brand owners and retailers may enter into strategic promotional partnerships with FSC.

For forest operators

For companies

For non-certified retailers

The Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) is the world’s most trusted sustainable forest management solution. As the original pioneers of forest certification, FSC has over 27 years of experience in setting the gold standard for sustainable forest management.

As the world’s most trusted sustainable forest management solution, FSC labelling tells customers that the materials used originate from sustainable and legal sources.

WINE PRODUCERS

With a total dependence on natural resources, it is essential for a wine sector that successfully integrates all of its production elements in an ecologically sound manner to be supporting a responsibly managed forestry sector.

From using responsibly sourced vineyard poles - to wine barrel and corks - to the labels on their wine bottles - to the liquid packaging cartons and corrugated boxes - using Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) certified products provides assurance to consumers that wine producers take this responsibility seriously.

We are proud to be FSC certified, contact us today to discuss how can assist you in taking this responsibility seriously.

www.africa.fsc.org | g.busse@fsc.org